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Why do we care?
Impact of Electricity Theft on Utilities
• Lack of funds to operate and to manage the facilities
– Range of losses encountered (e.g., 98% in slums AES)
– Slums consumes around 21% of total Reliance Energy’s sale.

•
•
•
•

Overloaded systems/ Damaged equipment
Lack of resources for management and field staff training
Corrupt practices
States have to make up the difference in power
subsidies, impacting more social investments, such as
health and education
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Why do we care?
Consumer/ Society
– “Free” electricity is usually not free. By
encouraging legalized electrification and
bypassing illegal operators in Manila, effective
tariffs often dropped from roughly $0.09/kWh
to $0.045/kWh
– But, can also be ‘wasted’ if not being paid for
– Socio-economic development from reliable,
high quality service
– Improved health, safety and quality of life
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The Next Generation

Percentage of Male and Female Population,
Aged 0-12, by Slum and Non-Slum Residence
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Loss Reduction
• Technical losses: myriad points
of attack. Conventional
solutions can generally be
applied.
• Non-technical losses can
comprise one or all of the
following:
– Theft by registered customers
– Theft by illegal consumers
– Graft/collusion with company
personnel

• Programmatic and technical
approach to non-technical
losses will depend on which
type that they are.

Initial Identification of Source of Losses

MT & LT technical losses

5%
10%

25%

Meter malfunctions
Theft and illegal
connection
Billing/reading errors

35%

15%

10%

Non-payment
Miscellaneous

Typical example (derived from India): this
DISCO might attack technical losses and
internal incompetence first; then move on to
theft and non-payment.
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Meter Tampering

Meter by pass by illegally connecting to switch before meter

Mechanical impediment to rotating
disk

Placing magnets

Meter tilting
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Wire Tapping

Fishing pole connections

Flying connections
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Solutions
How can electricity theft and non payment
be reduced?
Technical Solutions

Non-Technical Solutions

Meters and Meter
Enhancements
Specialized Software and
Advanced Technologies
Unique Configurations and
Techniques
Cables
Load Limiters

Management
Unique
Solutions
for each
case

Public Outreach

Legal and Regulatory
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Outline
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technical Solutions
Role Play
Socio-Economic Solutions
Case Studies
Video
Introduction to Toolkit
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Technical Solutions
o Sweeps/Loss reduction swat team
o Low cost service drops and “tamper proof”
meters
o Master meters (“public fountains”)
o “Perimeter” service (often temporary)
o Pre-payment meters
o High tech anti-theft cables
o Customer usage monitoring
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Sweeps/ swat teams
• Most companies start with this
approach, doing thousands of
“sweeps” a year.
• It is costly and frustrating;
illegal connections reappear
in minutes.
• Yet, still necessary, even in
successful socio-technical
approaches. Human nature
reverts to the “norm” when
access is denied.
• Vigilance and follow through
remain very important.

Steal energy: go to jail!

PS: It’s not that simple!
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Enclosed Meters

India

Brazil

Essential: Meters must be visible and “clean”
(easy to spot irregular situations)
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More low tech solutions
• Standard low cost service drop
kit for all conditions
• Shortest possible low voltage
network, individual service
cable from the pole to
individual meters.
• Current limitations
– Justification is that illegal
commercial activities should not
receive the subsidized tariff
– Negatives: Limits microbusinesses in the home or to add
certain appliances.

Metal post makes it possible
to hang meter near virtually
any structure
Source: COELBA, Brazil
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Master meters
• Medellin: fixed monthly charge only covered 2/3
of actual consumption. Only ½ actually paid.
Note: New approach adopted using prepayment
meters got 100% payment.
• Philippines. Associations set up to collect fixed
amount. Note: Corruption eventually spoiled the
scheme.
• Haiti: collective meter lowered the cost of
service so that people could pay. Note: Overall
problems of the company were not solved.
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“Temporary” Electrification
Adapted service
delivery model to
government restrictions
Uses master meters,
mini-grids and submeters with community
agents doing collections,
decreasing infrastructure
investment cost
93% of the communities
were electrified with
payment performance
around 96% of billing

Réseau Lydec

LYDEC
MNGT

DELEGATED MNGT toLogement
LOCAL
OPERATORS

Compteur

Individual
meter &
circuit
breaker

individuel

Lydec’s
Compteur
collectif
Network

.
Collective
meter

Network
800 000 pers par
B.F

managed by
local
intermediary

Réseau privé

Household

Project payback: 1 year
Source: LYDEC Morocco
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Perimeter Individual Service
• Quick and effective in
short term (after more
investment in
technological “fixes”)
• Limits liability of
disco; avoids right of
way problems
• Losses reduced but
opportunities for theft
still exist (from other
customers)
Source: Meralco, Philippines
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Prepayment systems
• Experiences: South Africa,
Argentina and Venezuela,
Colombia and many other
African countries
• Consumer control of budget
for electricity (no overrun
leading to disconnection).
Significant reduction in usage
and expenditures (e.g., 40% in
Argentina).
• kWh can be purchased in very
small quantities according to
disposable cash on hand
• Can be combined with electric
outlets for simple but
“complete” electric “kit”

In-house keyboard for input of
prepayment code and digital readout of
kWh remaining (Caracas)

Early version of “ready board” +
pre-payment readout (S Africa)
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Pros and Cons of Prepayment
• Positives:
–
–
–
–

Social and economic improvements
Non-payment problem eliminated
Theft reduced if split meter used
Costs to company of billing, collection, and disconnection
dramatically reduced

• Negatives:
– Families going without – unplugging refrigerator, turning off
heaters, stop ironing.
– Cost of prepay meter system is much more than conventional
meter – but falling (offsetting cost savings exist but are hard to
break out as cost center, e.g., reduced disconnection costs and
sweeps)
– Can be perceived as inequitable if only applied in slums
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Anti-theft cables (1)
System is costly but
virtually impossible
to tap in illegally

Low tension
network and
communicati
on cable

Multiple
meter box

Elevated meters
require remote
reading capability
MV lines placed
below LV makes
it deadly to try to
tap into lines

Distribution
Transformer

Medium
Tension 15 kv
network
Service drop to
customer

Source: AMPLA, Brazil
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Anti-theft cables (2)
Multiple Meter
Box
Electronic measurement
and communication

Customers
Distributor
Multiple Meter Box

Source: AMPLA, Brazil
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Coaxial Cable in Service Drop
• Very effective in
reducing illegal
tapping while lowering
cost of anti-theft
system
• Tapping into line
results in immediate
short circuit.
• Customers learn fast
not to try tapping.

Burned out meter after attempt to
connect to coaxial cable in service drop

Source: AES Eletropaulo, Brazil
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Customer usage monitoring
• After system upgrade and individual meters installed,
customer usage can be monitored easily.
• With rigorously used data monitoring systems, company
can identify potentially “irregular” situations that might
signal reversion to theft.
• Monitoring can also signal usage “out of control” that
might lead to inability to pay in the future.
• In either case, a company can visit the consumer to take
“corrective” action (either disconnection or helping with
energy savings).
• Technology required: strategically placed check meters
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Role play
• Utility representative is meeting with focus group
of slum consumers about becoming legal
customers and wants to get their reaction to this
as well as collect information to properly design
the program.
• The slum consumers would like legal and safe
connections but are worried about retribution
from the illegal service provider who now
supplies the connection and are suspicious
about the program. They want to know what they
will get out of the program and what it’ll cost
them.
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Socio-economic Solutions
Social Partnership (“We deliver You pay”)
Know your community
Community based service “agents” (intermediaries)
Making it easier to pay connection fees/bills
Energy efficiency assistance; internal improvements,
e.g., rewiring for safety, efficiency
o Economic development assistance
o Community and individual legal assistance (e.g., for
land title or equivalent)
o
o
o
o
o
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Efficiency improvements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key: Affordability = Sustainability
Energy use and efficiency education
Internal household rewiring for safety, efficiency
Inefficient refrigerator replacement
Compact fluorescent lights
Attention to other energy needs
Brazil: requirement to devote ¼% of net
revenues to energy efficiency for low income
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Results: Ampla
• Cost is significantly higher than
conventional system but
selective use for risky areas
justifies extra cost of
technology
• Allowed investment actually
reduced tariffs by 1.23% in the
2009.
• Theft reduced to <5% and nonpayment virtually eliminated
where technology applied
• 40% decrease in kWh used
• 3.4 percentage point drop in
losses

Change in losses (avg
kWh/customer)
Before

After w/o
MM Box

After with
MM Box

144

39
5

*MM is elevated multiple meter box
Source: AMPLA, Brazil
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Results: ESKOM/S. Africa
• Comprehensive loss reduction program with energy
balancing, remote reading and disconnection capability,
aerial bundled cable for MV and coaxial cable for LV,
split prepayment meters, etc.
– 3.7 M prepayment meters (of various types) installed
country wide (40% in slums or 1.4 M customers);
– Former increasing total losses (50% increase in 5
years) were stabilized at <6% (of which non-technical
loss ~2.2%);
– Overall collections 85% (non-payment ~15%)
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Results: Mozambique
• Prepayment system plus management
improvements
– Number of customers more than doubled in 4
years;
– Collection rate improved from 75% in 1995 to
94% in 2005;
– Average consumption per customer dropped
from 148 kWh to 124 kWh
– Total distribution losses decreased from 43%
to 18% between 1995 and 2005.
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Results: AES/ Brazil
• Anti-theft cables plus customer
affordability focus.
– Payback 1.4 years and ROI 276%
– Payment performance around 50%.
– Regularization alone dropped
consumption by 20% and efficiency
measures contributed another 20%
reduction on average.
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The “bottom line”
Long term, multi-prong effort required to meet
permanent challenge
Pilot project on Economic
Aerial Distribution

Economic Aerial
Distribution (DAE)

Tecnical Measures
Implemented
(PIMT)

Concentric Aerial
Distribution (DAC)
Focus on
problem areas

Acme Grid and Company
Social Responsibility

May 1984
22.6% Losses

Important Client Project

Shielded Anti-theft Meter
box with tamper shut down

Work in slums; ethnographic
studies

12 month indicator of electricity losses at Chilectra (from 1981-October 2007)
Source: Chilectra, Chile
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Regrouping…..
• Kenya: move from fixed invoice/load
limiters to prepayment pilot
• Meralco: third time’s a charm?
• LYDEC: government mandate changed
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Starting conditions matter
• Cases where low electrification rates make
it hard to justify serving low income when
higher income/consuming households and
businesses cannot gain access
• Cases where there is poor cost recovery
and/or no source of funds for infrastructure
• Cases where graft is endemic
• Cases where distribution companies lack
incentives to begin tackling the problem.
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The Toolkit
• Title: OPTIMAL FEEDER LEVEL CONNECTION TOOLKIT 2009
• Components of Toolkit
– Toolkit Powerpoint overviews (comprehensive and summary)
– Technology descriptions
•
•
•
•
•

Anti-Theft Cables and Cable Connection Equipment
Load Limiters
Meters and Anti-Theft Meter Enhancements
Specialized Software and Advanced Technologies
Unique Configurations and Other Techniques

– Six Case studies
•
•
•
•
•

Brazil: AES, AMPLA,
Bangladesh, DESCO
South Africa, ESKOM
India, Reliance
Georgia, UEDC

– Source Lists with URLs

• Where to get it: www.energytoolbox.org
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